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About This Game

Close the Window
You just installed the new OS, called Ruindows. It worked well for a week but suddenly some erros related to this version

started to popping up on screen, you need to close these errors before it's too late!
Every time you click on 'start' there's a slight chance to invoke the farm mode!

It features:

1. Upgrades
2. Various errors appearing on screen

3. Farm Mode
4. Cool SFX's

How to play:

Use your left mouse button to click on the windows and close them, use the upgrade points to spend on the upgrades!
During the gameplay, press space when the time comes to use your super closing window power and destroy all the errors!!

You can pause the game any time by pressing the escape key.

Observation:
Steam Trading Cards will be available once the game sells a bunch of copies, so please, help!
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Please I need support with this game.
When I want to play online > quick match > I choose my clan and says ready but then nothing happens, seems like waiting for
players or what?
Nothing happens if I keep it like that, what is worng is it a bug or something?
I bought this game to play with people online, did I waste my money??. brilliant loco really detailled good DLC all around.
the only down side is the sound once you get above 29 mph it sounds horrid. l want my cd key for sigta and ferry game. Simple,
beautiful, addictive.... Not bad, but not great.. Glad to have 2D fighting game terms like Special Cancels & Jump Attacks in
since Capcom's Akuma of SF series got in TK7 (as part of TKxSF dev test on how SF chars playstyle like in Tekken gameplay).

However, for lack of her English voice, maybe something happened back in KOFXIII console in beginning. Mai did have an
English voice back in Maximum Impact 1 - 2 until in XIII arcade version where the ENG voice casting unused & recently
removed in console version, in which later carry this on to the later SNK games like KOFXIV for now. Something tells me not
only small budgets & experience, SNK needs to learn how to find a decent ENG VA carefully to ensure not to end up disastrous
as the incomplete XII game again. Steam sent me an invalid key. The key was already in use.

First time having such issues with steam.
Very dissapointed.

I had a weekend set up to lay around and play games.... steam ruined it with their lack of support........

. At this time I do not recommend this game.
It has potential maybe if it ever becomes stable.
Played many hours of new games/updates and each and every time
I get a hard crash. I consider it unplayable.
I use Intel HD Graphics. Makes no difference
which graphics mode is used.
I truley feel ripped with this particular game.
I am a long time gamer and can tell you for an RPG
it is the most aggravating game I ever played because
of its unstable nature and all the updates probably top
some record in history.. it's identical to the normal talion outfit.
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This is the best casual shooter for VR.
It is better than the more famous space pirate trainer.
A-10 has got significantly better graphics, more variety in the enemies and in their behaviours. Jebooman might be a better
shooter but there is more of a learning curve there.
A-10 is very intuitive and the learning curve is purely in aiming skills.
For the price, it is definetly the first shooter to purchase.
Also, it is one of few "games", rather than demos, that is ideal to show VR to curious friends and family.. This is a very moder
great looking fast tilting train you dont need to know more this is great!. I heard and loved the beautiful electro soundtrack of
Shatter at least a couple of years before having the opportunity to play the game itself, so with it being included in a recent
Humble Bundle for a ridiculously low price a bum like me could afford, I jumped at making a purchase and have since been
very eager to put my obviously high expectations on the line and finally give it a go! I got around to that last night and well, what
can I say? I've had my high expectations completely... shattered! HAHAH! D: (that was completely unavoidable, I promise)

The producers of Shatter have taken on the rather daring task of taking 70's bounce the ball at the breakable blocks arcade
classic, Breakout, and modernising it. Needless to say they've bloody well succeeded in doing so producing a game with the
addition of beautiful visuals, a futurisitic feel, a wonderfully fitting soundtrack, and immensely fun and complex gameplay
which also contains just the right amount of simplicity found from the roots! Please buy Shatter immediately so I don't feel so
bad about paying so little for it, thank you! :D. My game will no longer load. Unable to find an answer on any forum and Steam
will not return it. I even tried a clean reinstall after an OS reinstall. Dont waste your money.. Some would say repetitive but i
find It kinda relaxing! Simple yet fun to play! Worth inexpensive price! Kids love it! Hope for updates with more seeds! Fun to
mess with the chickens.. Definitely enjoying this game so far! A challenging metroidvania-horror mashup. As a fan of retro
pixel style games, I can say that this game was fantastic! It has an interesting story and multiple alternate endings. It's a simple
game platform but the story makes you want to come back and play again. Overall a great game that I would recommend to
other pixel game horror\/puzzle fans!!. Great documentary series and great soundtrack.. I need the server back!. Damn...... This
game gave me the chills.
 Time to migrate to some remote region in Africa with no electricity. That's when you know big brother ain't watching.

For a 5 hour game (perhaps longer if you decide to replay it to explore more options), you should get the game during discount.

Music was great. Kept pumping heavy bass into my ears. Best if you've got good audio drivers on your PC or maybe an amp.

Rating : 1984\/10 (it's a reference)
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